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 SCI 340, Physics 

LAB 3.  VECTOR ADDITION 

Introduction 
This lab consists of two exercises.  The first one involves calculating distances and angles of 

displacement vectors between different locations on campus.  Based upon this information, you 

will calculate the distance between two other points on campus.  The second exercise involves 

combining three forces to give a zero net force. 

Supplies 
Displacements: protractor, long tape measure, sidewalk chalk, mirrored magnetic compass, 

graph paper 

Forces:  Force table, three pulleys, central ring with three leads, mass hanging hooks, protractor, 

disk masses, graph paper 

Activities  

Displacements 

In this exercise, you become the instrument.  Before you can be used to measure a distance, you 

must be calibrated.  To do this, you will use a tape measure to calibrate your average pace size.   

1. Measure a 50-meter length on the parking lot using the tape and mark it with chalk.  Record 

how many paces it takes you to walk the 50-meter distance.  Calculate the length of your 

pace in meters.  You will use this calibration factor to calculate the distance in meters 

between various points around school.  

 Paces:   paces/50 m Pace length:   m/pace 

2. Determine the heading (in degrees) from the outside entrance to the swimming pool to the 

nearest utility pole.  Do this by opening the mirrored lid of the compass to about 45° so that 

when you hold it at eye level you see the dial of the compass reflected in the mirror.  Hold 

the compass level; sight along the groove scored in the mirror so that  

 The groove bisects the center of the image of the compass dial, and 

 The groove points directly at your target (the utility pole). 

 Holding the compass level in this orientation, rotate the dial so that the arrow outline marked 

on it coincides with the magnetic compass needle.  At your leisure, you can read the heading 

of your target from the white arrow and mark on the hinge. 

3. Determine the distance from the outside door of the swimming pool to the nearest telephone 

pole by walking the distance and counting the number of paces.  Convert the number of 

paces into meters by using the pace length factor from Step 1.  These are the heading and 

magnitude of the vector 𝐴, the displacement vector from the swimming pool entrance to the 

telephone pole. 

 𝐴: Paces:   Length:   Heading:   

4. In the same way, determine the heading and magnitude of �⃑⃑�, the displacement vector from 

the utility pole to the entrance by the dining hall. 
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 �⃑⃑�: Paces:   Length:   Heading:   

5. For completeness, use the same technique to measure the displacement vector from the pool 

door to the entrance to the dining hall.  Oh, wait, you can’t.  Why not? 

   

6. Prepare to draw vectors 𝐴 and �⃑⃑� to scale on a piece of graph paper.  First, calculate the scale 

equivalence, then the lengths of the scaled vectors.  The graph paper is marked in 1/10 inch 

grid, so measure distances on the graph in inches. 

 1 m on land =   in on paper Scaled A:   in Scaled B:   in 

7. Draw the scaled vector 𝐴, to the proper length and heading.  Then draw the scaled �⃑⃑�, 

beginning at the head of 𝐴.  Draw the resultant vector 𝐴 + �⃑⃑�.  Measure its length with a ruler 

and heading with a protractor.  Invert the scale to find the true length. 

 𝐴 + �⃑⃑�: Scaled length:   in Heading:   True length:   m 

8. Measure, using the gridlines on the graph paper and inverting the distance scale, the x- 

(North) and y- (East) components of the vectors. 

Vector Graph (in) True (m) 

 x y x y 

𝐴 
    

�⃑⃑� 
    

𝐴 + �⃑⃑� 
    

9. Use the appropriate trigonometric relationships to convert vectors 𝐴 and �⃑⃑� into their x- 

(North) and y- (East) components. 

 Ax =   Ay =   Bx =  By =   

10. Calculate the resultant vector 𝐴 + �⃑⃑� by adding the components of 𝐴 and �⃑⃑�. 

 (A+B)x = Ax + Bx =   (A+B)y = Ay + By =   

11. Trigonometrically convert this 𝐴 + �⃑⃑� to magnitude (distance) and angle (compass heading). 

 𝐴 + �⃑⃑�: Distance:   Angle:   

12. Compare the distance and heading of 𝐴 + �⃑⃑� found graphically (7) and by components (11). 
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Force table 

The force table is a circle with three pulleys around the edge to support three threads tied to a 

central ring.  Weights are hung form the threads and positioned on the circle so that the forces all 

cancel, centering the ring at the center of the table. 

1. Obtain the angles and masses for two of your weights from the instructor. 

 Mass 1:   Angle 1:   Mass 2:   Angle 2:   

2. Center the ring on the retractable bollard at the center of the force table.  Position two of the 

pulleys as directed and hang the directed masses, including the masses of the hooks, from 

their threads. 

3. Determine the mass and angle that should produce the equilibrant vector that combines with 

the other two tensions to yield a zero net force on the ring.  You may determine this any way 

you like: graphically, by calculation, or by trial and error.  You may even show your work 

below.  Write your prediction here. 

 Equilibrant: Mass:   Angle:   

4. Once you have determined the correct equilibrant, summon your instructor to witness that the 

two given vectors are correct and the equilibrant properly equilibrates.  (If it doesn’t, you get 

one more try.) 


